MultipLayer
For Safe Transport.
MultipLayer protective sheet ensures safe transport of your
product regardless of its shape or weight  whether it is round,
has sharp or pointed corners, or is lightweight or heavy.
MultipLayer cushions impact and prevents slippage during
transport, providing volume-optimized, damage-free shipping
and storage.

TRIPLEX®  Hard as a Rock, Light as a Feather

Plastic Sheet + Foam + Dimple Texturing = Optimum Protection
MultipLayer is a specialty sheet designed to protect products carried in transport containers. Its foam/sheet laminate
structure and special dimple texturing provide outstanding protection in a wide variety of applications. Protection
begins with impact cushioning when the part is placed in the container. Wrapped around the part, the sheet fits to
its contours and prevents direct contact of adjacent parts, therefore ensuring damage-free transport. With superb
perforation strength and outstanding tensile strength, MultipLayer provides optimum protection of all transported
goods, even parts with sharp edges, pointed corners or heavy weight. Another advantage of this material is its
compact volume which allows maximum space utilization within the transport container. MultipLayer can be
supplied in any desired size and also can be trimmed to required sizes by the user.
MultipLayer is available in two basic versions. MultipLayer 3 provides cushioning from the PE foam layer on the
lower surface; its small-dimple texturing acts as a "mini-airbag" for light and medium-weight goods.
MultipLayer 8, designed for protection of heavy and extremely heavy products, has a PE foam layer on the upper
surface and bigger dimples for even higher compressive strength.

For more information on the entire
TRIPLEX product portfolio, visit our
website at: www.triplex-gmbh.de
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Advantages and Benefits










highly resilient cushioning
soft, damage-free protection
safe transport
optimum space utilization
low weight
minimum volume
high tensile strength
outstanding perforation resistance
recyclable = environment-friendly

Available Versions
Colours

 grey (standard), approx. RAL 7001
 black (recycled resin)
 any desired colour
Supply Options

 roll-form material, 1 m or 2 m wide,
up to 20 m long

 cut-piece material dimensioned
to your specifications
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At TRIPLEX, we focus on coming up with new, surprising ideas  today were thinking about your requirements
for tomorrow. In looking for new ways to solve your problems, we are not afraid to take unconventional paths,
relying on imagination for uncommon solutions along with courage to travel uncommon routes.
By keeping our eyes open and constantly learning more, we break through barriers and set new standards.
True to our roots as a family-owned company, we listen exactly to what you have to say and attach utmost
importance to fairness in our business relationships. At TRIPLEX, our employees, customers and suppliers
are fully committed with their hearts and their minds and work together as partners.

TRIPLEX Kunststoffe GmbH
Heinrich-Schickhardt-Straße 1
72221 Haiterbach (Germany)
Telephone: +49 - (0) 74 56 - 93 99-0
Telefax:

+49 - (0) 74 56 - 93 99-13

info@triplex-gmbh.de
www.triplex-gmbh.de

infinex

A Member of Infinex Group
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Hard as a Rock, Light as a Feather

Our Promise

